Almost a decade ago, it was shown that at the interface of two oxide insulators (LaAlO 3 and SrTiO 3 ) a 2 dimensional electron gas can form with desirable electronic properties making this a metallic interface. In this Nature Communication article, Ariando and co-workers (from NUSNNI-Nanocore, Department of Physics, ECE and MSE) show that this metallic interface when prepared under suitable conditions of oxygen pressure can become active, simultaneously exhibiting a number of interesting magnetic properties along with the metallic property of the electron gas. Surprisingly, for the first time they show the existence of room temperature ferromagnetism and possibly high temperature superconductivity in the form of strong diamagnetism in this system. These co-existing electronic and magnetic states can be affected by the application of an external stimulus such as magnetic field for example. Thus one may think of building novel sensors out of these interfaces that could be useful for measuring anything that can influence the interface such as local oxygen concentration or magnetic fields.
